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Office 706B, Dubai Media City
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CONTAC T INFORMATION

100% natural Italian linen
P R O U D LY  B O R N  A N D  TA I LO R E D  I N  D U B A I .



Introducing Fácil Blanco, a global fashion 
label, designed and made in Dubai.

Our timeless collections are tailored out of 
pure, luxurious white linen. 

Our artisans use state of the art techniques 
to construct each garment.

Created for the global, conscious traveller, 
who is a lover of luxury and 

has an eye for style. 

simply         white



Fashionable and chic, clean and comfortable 
Inspired by a melting pot of cultures 
A clothing as individual as you are.

F Á C I L  B L A N C O …              

 fashion for life

For those that ebb and flow with the shoreline 
Live a natural life but seek surprise 

For the style seekers, the sun-loving, 
The sophisticated the all-natural. 

There is now a clothing line that fits your lifestyle.



Step into the white and start a pure new day. 
White is easy, clean and stylish. 
White is the new Black. 

Facil Blanco 
     has arrived...



W H A T  I N S P I R E S  U S  texture & details



Our designs have been featured in 
some of the world’s most distinguished 
fashion, travel and lifestyle magazines.

As seen in...



Wearing
  Facil Blanco

@the_profashional
37.8K followers

@fatimamac
43.7K followers



@mrmoudz
119K followers

@sariafrancis
91.1K followers



@saiferrera
84.8K followers

@zahralyla
93.9K followers



 sustainable practices

We are very proud to be supporting 
sustainable practices. 

Producing our pieces out of the finest, 
ethically sourced 100% Italian linen. Linen 

is made from the Flax Plant, a resilient, 
drought resistant and ultimately a superior 

eco-friendly resource. 

This means that your linen pieces are hard-
wearing and long lasting and will be loved 
for many years to come, reducing the need 

for fast-fashion and wastage.





Linen breathes well and sits beautifully against the skin, it is our 
number 1 choice for style and  functionality for everyday wear. 

linen

At Fácil Blanco, we source only the finest, 
softest linen fabric of exceptional quality.

We have a strong belief in linen for its 
sustainable attributes, as well as the way it 

wears - it only gets softer with age. 



Masters
      of linen...
Fácil Blanco was born out of the universal need for 
comfortable, impeccably designed and light-to-wear 
garments for everyday living and travel under the sun. 

Each design has been inspired by traditional styles 
from around the globe, with an unmistakable hint of 
European chic. Dubai is a melting pot of cultures, so, 
naturally, our label has a very global, fashion-forward 
feel. 

We have combined the influence of the world’s most 
advanced and hyper-modern city (Dubai), with the 
oldest, purest fiber in the world, being linen. This 
concept and connection is very exciting to us- 
welcome to the world of Fácil Blanco…





evolution
S E C O N D  C O L L E C T I O N 
L A U N C H I N G  S O O N .              



For a limited time, we are 
inviting selected retailers and 
fashion buyers to view our 
unique collections. 

If you would like more 
information or to book an 
appointment, please email 
hello@facilblanco.com fun & fresh





@facilblanco

@facilblancodubai

Fácil Blanco

@facilblanco_

Fácil Blanco

SOCIAL MEDIA

100% natural Italian linen
# W E W E A R W H I T E



We look forward to 
   hearing from you.
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